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1. Introduction
In the beginning of the year, it was still very challenging year in Nepal. As the second wave started
in India, it hugely affected Nepal too as we have open border of India and Nepal with no proper
rules. The second wave of the covid-19 pandemic was confirmed in Nepal with an exponential
rise in the number of cases in April 2021. And it affected most to the vulnerable in Nepal-on
livelihoods, food security and nutrition, health, education and protection. Restriction on
movement and lockdown affected all aspects of life, from the ability to earn a living, to attend
school, to procure food and medicine, and to access health services and routine vaccinations.
With the Covid-19 rapidly spreading, MyQuest team mostly worked in online platform as like
previous year. But the team also succeeded to organize short trainings like 2 days personal
leadership training for the youths during the months were covid-19 spreading were low and after
the coaches completed covid-19 vaccination.

It was hard time for the MyQuest Foundation core team members as Hedda steenhaur, our leading
lady in Nepal moved back to the Netherlands due to the pandemic. It was challenging times to
shift our work online with the physical absence of our leading lady Hedda. And the same in
September, we have to say goodbye to one of our core team member, Shrai due to the financial
crisis brought by the pandemic.

2. Background of the youth
Nepali participants who participates in our online webinars program and trainings are from the
underprivileged background. Most of the youths and their families gets supports from the nonprofit organization for the healthcare, education, livelihood and empowerment.
In most of the cases when youths do not have strong family support, these youths get support
from the youth homes. The initial process of helping youths to provide support on their
education and livelihood starts form visiting their home for survey. And after closely examining
their economic background, organization takes further steps.
The youths who joins our program are mostly from the least developmental region of Nepal like
western and far western region of Nepal. The criteria for the Nepali youths who are interested
to join our programs must be 16 years above. And all the youths who joined our online
webinars and trainings are studying in schools and universities.

3. Programme after 2nd wave Covid-19 Pandemic & Lockdown
As the COVID-19 pandemic started spreading worldwide, MyQuest Foundation could not
continue QuestTrek and QuestTribes as usual because of the lockdown and other restrictions. It
was an uncertain situation for everyone. A report from UN Health authorities stated that the
lockdown and resulting economic crisis has hugely impacted the mental health of everyone, but
especially people in vulnerable situations such as older people, women and youth. MyQuest
Foundation plays a key-role for youth and their caretakers and has adapted the regular
programme so that it can continue during COVID-19.

After the complete nationwide lockdown, a lot of youth were very worried about the situation
and faced many uncertainties. They felt alone and unheard. Partner organizations were worried
too to witness anxieties and challenges that the youths were facing due to lockdown and
spreading disease. Due to lack of manpower and economic resources, partner organization
were unable to appoint counselors or coaches. So in order to help them cope with the situation
MQF designed online webinars and short trainings like 2 days personal leadership trainings in
2021.

I.

Webinars for the youth

For youth between age 16
and 24, it is difficult to
deal with the uncertain
situation themselves.
With school closures and
cancelled events, many
youth are missing out on
some of the biggest
moments of their young
lives — as well as
everyday moments like
chatting with friends and

Youths showing their drawings in the webinar

participating in class.
Hence, the coaches successfully more than webinars for the youth of different organizations
like 3 days webinars and follow –up webinars. 3 days webinar is the summarize version of 5
days QuestTrek from home webinar for the youth who could not join the 5 days webinar due to
their online classes. Youths from BlinkNow Valley, Ama Foundation, Umbrella Foundation,
Creative Nepal, Saathi Foundation, SOS Bahini, Namaste Children Charity, Ester Benjamin
Memorial Foundation actively participating in the webinars.
One of the QuestTrek from home youth participant shared that he found this webinar very
interactive and transformational. He further added that the webinar allowed him to share his
feelings and emotions which he had not experienced in other webinars before. He said that she
learnt to be expressive about his opinions and emotions and about his inner qualities.

II.

Webinars for the Freelance Coaches

Before covid-19 pandemic and
lockdown, MyQuest Foundation
core team used to organize
freelancers training program in
every 1 month gap. Now because
of the pandemic,
MQF core team run the webinars
as well as physical trainings as
possible. The webinars for our
coaches has been continuously
running since the beginning of
the nationwide lockdown.

MFQ organized webinars on various
topics like kindness, resilience, sharing
motivational stories to sharing day to
day activities with each other to stay
motivated, active, to support each other.
All the members of MyQuest foundation
have been actively participating in the
webinars and freelance training and
workshop.

III.

3 Days Webinars for the Youth of Combodia

To support the mental health of the youths, MyQuest Foundation team developed many
webinars. After successfully completing the 5 days QuestTrek from home webinar to more than
60 youths in Nepal, MFQ team received a request from the combodia youth to join in our 3 days
webinar. These youth were all universities graduates and they wanted to experience and learn
the intercultural webinar with each other. So the MyQuest team introduced the 3 days webinar
for the youths which has the same essence of QuestTrek’s leadership training through online
webinars by the guidance of the coaches.

Combodian youths in one of the exercise during 3 days webinar session
This programme is inspired by original QuestTrek trail’s content which is the mixture of
Motivational Interviewing, Theory U and Coactive Coaching. See the testimonials of the
combodian youth in the (annex 2)

IV.

2 days Personal Leadership Training for the Nepali youth

MyQuest team was dealing with difficulties to conduct regular programs like QuestTrek and
long trainings due to the covid-19 safety reasons of youths. So the team came up with 2 days
personal leadership for the youths. This training was one of the main program conducted by
the team in 2021. This 2 days personal leadership training focuses on knowing inner-self and
building confidence for the youth. Youth from BlinkNow, Saathi Foundation and Shiva Baba
Supreme School, Nepal Sokkagakai International actively participated in the training. At the end
of the training team asses evaluation report from the youth which helped in measuring the
training success and area of improvements.

V.

6 days QuestTrek in Helambu
In the end of 2021in November 20thNovember 25, MyQuest Foundation was
able to organize one QuestTrek with
Nepali participants from Education First
Foundation. It was the first QuestTrek in
two years after the pandemic so it was
both special for the youths as well as for
the coaches. The 6 days QuestTrek in
Himalayas help youths to discover their
talents and what is important for them.
We facilitate the 6 days personal
leadership called QuestTrek followed by a

year-long follow up training called QuestTribe. In the context of the Nepali participants of
November QuestTrek, most of them belongs from the poor economical and poor family
background. In most of the cases when youths do not have strong family support, these youths
get support from the Youth homes. The initial process of helping youths to provide support on
their education and livelihood starts from visiting their home for survey. And after closely
examining their economic background, Organization takes further steps.

The youths are mostly from the least developed region of Nepal. The criteria for the Nepali
youths who are interested to join our QuestTrek program must be 16 years above. And in the
November QuestTrek, youths were 16 years above and some are studying in college (+2). For
the further understanding of the impacts and results, the full report of the QuestTrek is found
in another QuestTrek report 2021.

VI.

Visualizing 2022 workshop for the entrepreneurs

In the end of the year in
Dec 21, MyQuest
Foundation core team and
freelancers designed one
day experiential workshop
for the entrepreneurs and
working professionals. The
main intention to design
this workshop was to help
them to realize what they
really want for the coming
year 2022. It was an
experiential workshop
facilitated through
expressive art, short walk in the nature, yoga, meditation and guided visualization. 5 working
professionals joint the workshop and gave feedback that they really like the outcome of the
workshop and they would definitely recommend the workshop to other professionals.

4. Results of the processes:

A. 3 Days Webinars for the Youth of Combodia

Day 1: Listening
The first day of the webinar
“know your inner self” starts from
the day of open mind.
Participants starts their day with
the introduction and energizer.
The platform was provided for
the youth to reflect on their
qualities, their core values and
listening to their inner voices.
The session gave the participants
to reflect on their qualities and core values. Participants said they enjoyed the 1st day session as
they could reflect on how they developed the qualities that they have over the time. One of the
youth said “I am already excited for the 2nd day’s session. I have not only reflected my qualities
and core values but I now understands the deeper layer of how I have got this qualities in me
and I admire the values I have in me” says one of the participants.

Day 2: Observing and sensing
The second day started with the
check-in where everyone was asked
how they were feeling at that
moment. Then the session started
with the mindful meditation, after
some mom -ents of reflection of the
meditation, coaches asked the
participants what does the trust
means to them. This day was about
trust so the youths shared about
what trust means to them. And the
story of trusting themselves and
people who matters. “From this
session, I not only learnt the importance of trusting others but also trusting myself. I realized
that trust is the dual process, we need to trust and be a trusted person for others as well for the
100 percent trust,’’ one of the participant said.
Later, the participants did another session called strength givers and takers. Participants were
asked to reflect on what gives them the strength and what are those things that takes their
strengths? After 10 minutes of reflection, participants then shared their strength givers and
takers with the coaches. Most of the participant’s strengths were their family, courage, inner
motivation. Whereas, toxic relationship, overthinking and self-criticism were the strength
takers, shared by the participants.

Day 3: Letting go
The third day is the day of
letting go. It is the day of
letting go all the negative
voices, fears and
insecurities that we have in
our mind. At the beginning
of the session, participants
did the check-in with other
participants to understand
their health and mental
presence.
Later in a group session,
they wrote down what was
holding them back, and what voices do they want to leave behind. Participants were given 10
minutes of time for the reflection and writing.
“My voices that tells that I am not good enough so I want to get rid of this voices”, one of the
participants wrote in her diary. Later in the whole group, participants had to burn all their
negatives voices in the candle. One of the participant shared that it was one of the beautiful
webinar she has ever attended. In the end of the webinar, participants then shared about their
experience with the coaches which is attached as a testimonial below.

A. 2 days Personal Leadership Training for the Nepali youth

Day 1: Knowing Yourself
The first day of the training started with a short energizer “Count upto 21” where participants
were allowed to express themselves and connect with each other. Shortly after that, check-in
was done where the youth mentioned from feeling curious, excited to feeling bored. With this

awareness, the youth were invited to visualize their fulfilled moment of their life through peak
visualization meditation. For some participants it was relaxing and they could visualize their
fulfilled moments and for some of the participants it was tough to concentrate on visualization
Later In smaller groups, coaches facilitated the
young adults in finding their personal core values
so that they can make career decisions or other
decisions in life based on their core values. While
having conversation, youths were surprised and
happy for being able to become aware of their core
values. One of them mentioned, “I didn’t know that
knowing core values can be so meaningful to make
any decisions in life. It helped me to know myself
better. So now I believe I can make decisions in life
that serve my values.”

Youths during the visualization

The mining for values session went very much reflective as the youth were sharing their
experiences in a group and everyone was listening, with curiosity. After the session, the selfreflection cards were given to the participants and they were allowed some time to reflect about
themselves.
After half an hour, the youth circled together in groups and in turns, shared about their
uniqueness, qualities, strengths and areas of improvement. For some youth, it was difficult to
share about themselves and speak about their areas of improvements. However, when some of
them freely expressed their weaknesses, describing what they lack in life, other participants in
the group also started telling about their loopholes along with aspirations. It was lunch time
after the sharing and everyone joined for lunch.
After lunch, the energy of participants was slightly lower and so one of the coaches invited
everyone to participate in an energizer called fire in the mountain-run, run, run. Participants
enjoyed the game to the fullest. After bringing the energy back participants were then given
yellow and pink sticky notes where they wrote about their personal qualities and things they
want to improve. The participants put the sticky notes on the wall

Afterwards, every youth came around
the sticky notes and read through each
word, sentence or phrase. In doing so,
they also reflected their observations
for themselves. One of the youth stated
that, “I used to think that only I have
certain problems. Now I realize that
some of my friends have a similar
problem as mine. We are all living our
life in our own way.” listening to his
experience, everyone agreed with him.
Participants also shared that this
activity made them realize about their

Picture clicked during the sticky note activity

good qualities and areas of
improvements. Then it was time for talking-stick, where coaches and youth sat in a circle and
shared the moment from the day. Some youth mentioned ‘mining for values’ to be insightful
sessions while some found ‘sticky-note activity’ more relatable. With this, the first day was
completed and invited everyone to meet on the next day.

Day 2: Self-Confidence
By the time, coaches from MQF reached the training space,
participants were already excited and waiting for us half an
hour earlier. Because everyone was present ahead of time,
so we started our program 30 minutes earlier. Then, one of
the coaches initiated with check-in and everyone shared
how they were feeling at that moment. Then, a video on
self-confidence was shown to them youth. Then, some
space was given to reflect on the video and share about their
personal impression. The youth mentioned hard working,
self-trust, persistence, hope, and never giving up as
important aspects in reaching the goal. With this awareness,
the youth came together to work on their goal planner. They
got an insight about important role of goal planner in daily
life.

Youths practicing meditation

After that, it was time for lunch break and everyone joined for a nice lunch. Then the youth and
coaches joint together in a group for a fun activity. One had ‘dwarf-giant-wizard’ game. The
youths were divided in two groups to play this game. It was a fun and refreshing game after lunch

Then everyone came back to the training room and the youth were introduced to token activity.
In that activity, the youth had to pick a token and complete the task as mentioned in the token.
It was to challenge the youth to come out of their comfort zone. Dance like nobody’s watching,
act like an animal, sing your favourite song and share your most embarrassing moment were
written in some of the tokens. Some of the youths were confident while performing according to
the token whereas some of the youths were feeling hesitant to perform at the beginning. But
every performed well in the end.
It was time for pitching activity after a short break.
In pitching, youth selected different topics such as
trust, what their organization meant to them, the
most important lesson of my life and my
childhood were some of the topics. They were
given some time to prepare for pitching. Then
everyone came in front of the space and pitched
on the topic. While pitching, participants were
relating and reflecting their personal experiences
in relation to the topic. The youth were actually

Youths enjoying the game to the fullest

expressing themselves and that made everyone
curious to listen to what he/she has to share.

After the pitching, it was talking-stick time. The youth shared about their experience of
participating in the program. All the youth shared about how they’ve benefited from the training.
One of the youth said, “I didn’t want to join the training at all as I thought it would be a boring
lecture in the training. But it was completely opposite of what I’d expected. It was filled with fun,
interaction and learning at the same time. I’ve learnt about myself and will be using these new
learning in the coming days.” 2 days training then completed by providing certificates to the
youths.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
The training was designed to help the youth in fostering their personal growth. The coaches
from MQF worked closely with the participants, allowing the process of self-discovery. The
youth got to reflect on their self and felt supported during the challenging time. Despite of the
challenge to bring the youth in online platform as it was new learning for all, everyone
challenged themselves in coming out of their comfort zone and realized the freedom of being
self. They were becoming true and honest to themselves, free from their ego and judgmental
thoughts. As a team, coaches from MQF realized a small activity can bring huge difference in
the group energizer could create openness among the participants.
One of the lesson learnt during the online webinar is that the importance of good
communication with the coordinators of the organizations. It would have been very difficult to
organize webinars without their continuous support to coordinate with the youths who were
staying in their villages during the lockdown period.

Annexes 1
a. Evaluation forms of the youths after the training
1. The objectives of training were clearly defined.
-

Out of 11 participants, all of them strongly agreed.

1. Participation and interaction were encouraging.
-

Out of 11 participants, 10 of them strongly agreed and 1 of the participant agreed.

2. The topics covered were relevant to me.
-

Out of 11 participants, 10 of them strongly agreed and 1 of them agreed.

3. The content was organized and easy to follow.
-

Out of 11 participants, all of them strongly agreed.

4. The trainer was well prepared.
-

Out of 11 participants, all of them strongly agreed.

5. The time attribute to the training was sufficient.
-

Out of 11 participants, 5 of the participants strongly agreed, 5 of the participants agreed, 1 of
the participants disagreed.

6. How would you rate the 2days personal development training in general?
-

Out of 11 participants, 2 of the participants rated 9 and 9 of the participants rated 10.

7. How did you experience the coaching of the Nepali coaches?
-

Out of 11 participants, 2 of the participants rated 9 and 9 of the participants rated 10.

8. How did you experience the balance between activities and free time? Which grade would you
give the balance between activities and free time?
-

Out of 11 participants, 9 of the participants rated 10, 1 of the participants rated 9 and 1 of the
participant rated 8.

9. Which activity did you value most?
-

Out of 11 participants, all of them liked Pitching and some of them also mentioned knowing
yourself activity which includes core values, and 3 qualities.

10. Which activity did you not like?
-

Out of 11 participants, 2 of the participants did not like token activity and remaining 9
participants liked all activities.

11. What did you learn from the 2 days personal development training?
-

Participants shared that the program has helped them to develop their self-confidence and are
able to express more

Annexes 2
b. Testimonials from the Nepali and Combodian youth

“One of the beauty of this webinar is that it’s not just only listening to mentors like other
webinars or classes, it’s different; it’s more about us. I shared so much about myself with my
coach, learnt so much about myself in these 5 days. I’ve got wonderful gift from Myquest
Foundation in these uncertain times.”
– Gopini (Saathi)

“I couldn’t communicate easily with new people because of my introvert nature. But, after
joining this program, I feel comfortable sharing my thoughts. My biggest ‘aha’ moment was the
fire ritual when I burnt paper written about my fears that was holding me back. I felt so relieved
after that session.”
–

Manita (Child Help and Care Center)

“No matter how grumpy or lazy I feel in the morning, it’s another level of excitement during the
session. It is so much fun yet I learn a lot every day.”
–

Dipak ( BlinkNow)

“I can’t believe that this is the last day already. Can we please do it again next week?”
–

Alina (BlinkNow)

“What I like the most about the webinar is the warm and welcoming nature of the coaches. And
because of that I felt connected and comfortable sharing my life stories with them.”
–

Chanluon Phinn (Combodia)
–

“My intention to join the webinar was to learn something new so that I could guide my students.
So in these 3 days webinar I not only learnt to guide my students but I learnt a lot about myself.
I recommend this webinar to all those who wants to work deeper inner-self.”
–

Shreyleap (Combodia)

Annex 3
c. Yearly Activity Calendar 2021
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